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Living as an overweight and nerdy Asian kid in New Jersey, Captain was bullied severely for his
race and his weight. He realized the world was a brutal place and realized that he would be
treated unfairly due to his weight and his nationality. It hit rock bottom, when he saw the girl he
had a crush on crying. The bullies asked her why she was crying and she said she was so
ashamed that a boy like Danny would like her. This was the moment where Captain lost all
confidence in himself and lost all hope.
Undeterred, he realized something could be done and he lost weight. He also decided to apply for
the renowned United States Air Force Academy so he could finally change his life. The
Academy was where he started to gain confidence and improve himself physically. However,
Captain was very unsuccessful with women and did not know how to approach women. The
women he did meet usually approached him but he was unable to maintain the relationships. Out
of desperation, he asked one of his naturally skilled friends for help. His friend recommended
“The Game” by Neil Strauss. For the rest of his college experience, Captain tried implementing
the tactics outlined by Neil and “The Mystery Method” by Erik Von Markovik, but he
unfortunately learned the hard way that tactics used in “The Game” did not always work for
Asian men. He even took two bootcamps, but realized that doing pick up as an Asian male was
very different.
However, out of the Academy, when Captain was stationed in Seoul, South Korea, he really
went all out in Korea. This is when he went out everyday and improved his game dramatically.
He was able to date Caucasian English teachers and a Korean Maxim Model.
After 3 years, he was stationed at the Los Angeles Air Force Base. His dedication to game was
very high, but he realized gaming in the western world was a whole different story. Through
another famous pick up coach and a mutual friend, he was recommended to ABCs of Attraction.
After talking with JT, he signed up for Long Term training on the spot.
During bootcamp, Captain was able to skillfully apply the ABCs of Attraction system while also
going beyond his comfort zone when interacting with stunningly beautiful women. He also had a
romantic encounter with his first All American Blonde on his first night of bootcamp.
After a whole year of posting field reports and consistently going out, JT realized his potential
and allowed him to intern for six months while still in the military. After the internship was over,
Captain knew being a dating/relationship coach was his dream. So, he retired from the military
and reached his dream of becoming a professional dating coach.
He loves his job as a coach, as it is his passion to help others who struggle with women, as he

empathizes with their experiences. Captain personally went through a transformation from being
overweight and ugly to a modern day Casanova. He believes through hard work, any man can
have his dream girl and life. He aims to be a source of inspiration for all men.

Captain Daniel Hyun is now a Certified Coach at the ABCs Of Attraction and the resident
fitness, relationship, and lifestyle expert.

